
GBC Short Term Team Member Expectations 

 

GBC trips have varying degrees of difficulty.  

 

Level 1 Trips occur within western cultures where English is largely spoken, foods are largely familiar, 

etc. They are a great first experience for anyone.  

 

Level 2 Trips are set in another culture outside the United States where the team member may not 

speak the majority language, will eat some different food, and will be stretched out of their comfort 

zone in ministry to people who live differently. GBC recommends participating in a Level 1 experience 

before embarking on a Level 2 experience.  

 

Level 3 Trips will immerse the participant in a cross-cultural experience that is very stretching and 

demanding and may cause a good deal of stress. For this reason, GBC leaders STRONGLY recommends 

and usually requires that team members participate in a Level 2 trip before joining a Level 3 teams.  

 

GBC trips are designed for persons from within the congregation who are well-known and trusted, and 

who the church can take responsibility for. These are not sight-seeing trips but designed to accomplish a 

strategic purpose both on the field and in the people going. Sending people that the church does not 

know thoroughly places the church, GBC partners, and the participant at risk. Team members may not 

invite friends from outside the church to join them.  

 

Each person wishing to join a GBC short term team must: 

 

• Fill out and submit an application within the appropriate time limit 

• Participate in a personal interview  

• Give evidence of a credible testimony of faith and regular participation in the life of the church 

body 

• Develop a team of at least 10 prayer partners who will actively pray 

• Trust the Lord for the funds to make the trip 

• Participate in all preparatory training meetings and assignments 

• Submit to the authority of leaders and display a servant attitude throughout the trip. (Team 

members are expected not to use alcohol or tobacco during the trip) 

• Participate in a debriefing experience after the trip and in the team's report to the congregation 

 

Do NOT let finances be an obstacle; God ALWAYS provides for all the teams' needs each year! However, 

team members are expected to sincerely participate in the process through sharing this need with 

others, trusting the Lord for unexpected personal income, etc.  All trip expenses must be met before 

leaving and large expenditures such as airfare must be raised before tickets are purchased. GBC 

considers the provision of the necessary funds part of the confirmation of the Lord's leading regarding 

involvement in the trip. A shortfall could necessitate personal financial responsibility. 

 

 


